
INFORMATION FOR FIRST TIME PARENTS TO SWIM CLUB
Summer Season 2022 (April through July)

So, it’s your first time with the Casper Swim Club (CASC). Here are some things we thought
you might want to know.

About the club

Casper Swim Club (CASC) is a not-for-profit organization.  Our goal is simple: to help kids
swim better and faster, while having fun.  To this end, we have paid swim coaches (not
volunteers) that are trained to help instruct your kids in the best swimming techniques.  Kids are
encouraged to go to meets to show off their skills and practice in a more formal setting, but
competition is not required to be a part of the club.  Every kid is encouraged to do their personal
best at meets, rather than competing against a particular time or competing against other teams.

Since we are a not-for-profit organization, parent help is needed in order to keep things running. 
In addition to dues, there will be a nominal fee for swimmers to attend meets.  Parents will also
be asked to volunteer time at the meets their children attend, either by helping set up or clean up,
timing the meet, or other tasks as needed.  Sometimes parents will also be asked to volunteer
food for concessions.  The money from the dues, meets, and concessions goes directly back into
the club to help pay the coaches and run the club.  

Without parent help, the meets simply can’t run, so we appreciate your help and NEED it in
order to keep functioning!

Communication
The CASC primarily uses email to communicate with parents. When you sign your swimmers up
for the season and add cell phone numbers we are able to send text messages. You must
VERIFY your phone number. We update the club web page, TeamUnify @
casperswimclub.org, and our FaceBook Page, Casper Swim Club. The following apps will
also be useful:

● On Deck: strongly recommended by coaches to access swim times, newsfeed, practice
information, volunteer information, and account information.

● Meet Mobile: allows you to access the results of meets in real time. 
● Deck Pass: USA swimming app that can give you helpful information about your

swimmer. 
● REMIND: class name Casper Swim Club: class code: @ caspersw.

Practice times



Coaches recommend that junior swimmers (in the White & Blue groups) practice two to four
times a week, while more advanced swimmers (in the Black and High School groups) practice
three or four times a week. Swimmers pick the days they practice (rather than having set days). 
Our practice schedule for this summer season looks like this: 

White/Blue Black/HS

Monday KWHS  5:30-6:45 pm KWHS 6:15-8:00 pm

Tuesday KWHS  5:30-6:45 pm KWHS 6:15-8:00 pm

Wednesday
 

KWHS 5:30-6:45 pm KWHS 5:30-8:00
pm

Thursday KWHS 5:30-6:45 pm KWHS 6:15-8:00 pm

This may change please look for any practice updates via email or on our Facebook page. 

Cost of the Summer Season:

Charge for three months: April, May, June 
Will set up monthly registration for months they swim for those who choose to do
monthly, or register late
$25 fee reduction for paying up front 
15% multi-athlete discount 
White/ Blue is $75.00 per month or $200.00 for season and $68.00 USA Swimming Card
and $50.00 pool usage fee.
Black/HS is $85.00 per month for or $230.00 for season and $68.00 USA Swimming
Card and $50.00 pool usage fee.
You will only pay for the USA Swimming Card if your child does not a current one.

Here is a list of common equipment you will want to have for your child:

• Goggles – These are used both to protect your child’s eyes from the chlorine in the water
and to gain a clear view of their surroundings in the pool.  There are a variety of colors and
styles, depending on the preference of the swimmer.  Prices range from $6.50 to $75.00.  If
your child has issues with near- or farsightedness, there are manufacturers that make goggles
to help them see clearly underwater.  Bungee cords for goggles last longer than the plastic
ones, so consider investing in those.

• Caps – Caps are designed to keep the hair out of swimmer’s faces and their goggle straps
in place.  They can also help protect hair from over-chlorination.  First-time swimmers will
get a Casper Swim Club cap, but you can also buy more if you wish.  Silicone caps pull on
the hair the least.  Prices range from $5.00 to $25.00.



• Swimsuits – Swimmers will need a swimsuit to be used for practice and one for
competitions; it’s optimal but not required to have one for each.  Practice suits are used
during workouts, and are created with a stronger material for durability.  Some may create
drag to make the workout more challenging.  Polyester suits have a longer pool life.  Prices
range from $22.00 to $76.00.

• Items you may want to consider:
Mesh swim bag or swim backpack – used by swimmers to hold their training equipment
and change of clothes.  Prices range from $9.00 to $60.00.
Water bottle – to stay hydrated between sets.
Swim parka (warm, long, jacket for over swimsuit) – used by swimmers to stay warm at
swim meets and convenient to wear home from practice. Price ranges $45.00 to $125.00.

Meets (Swim Competitions)
While meets are not required in order to be a part of a swim club, they are encouraged to help
kids show off their skills.  You can sign up for meets and pick which events your child will
compete in on-line through our website. You as a parent will never contact another club, all
communication is completed by the Meet Director, once you have entered events on the website.
Payment is applied to your credit card on file.  Check out our other information sheet about how
to register for meets (see website, parent information section). Appended to this document is a
brief explanation of common swim meet terminology. 

On the day of the meet, you’ll want to bring a sharpie, a highlighter, some extra goggles, at least
2 towels, and a swim parka or blanket to keep your swimmer warm between events.  Most events
will have concessions for sale, and the profits from this go back to the hosting swim club. 
However, if you don’t want to purchase concessions through the club, you might want to bring
along some snacks for your child – swimming makes them hungry!  There can be a lot of
downtime between events at swim meets so having things for your swimmer to do on their own
or with friends is helpful for passing the time (eg. cards, games, books, devices). There isn’t a
great deal of space in the bleachers at swim meets so trying to be compact and organized is also
helpful. 

While you’ll be trying to keep your swimmer warm, you will probably be wishing you could
cool down! It's often hot and humid in pools, so dress in layers or bring a spare set of lighter
clothes so you can be comfortable. Some of the summer meets are held in outside pools so shade
tents, chairs, and/or picnic blankets are useful. 

Requirement of points for volunteers per family at home and away meets.

Officials                       5 points per session
Officials in training     5 points per session
Timer                             2 points per session
Safety Marshall             2 points per session
Concession Worker       2 points per session
Hospitality                     5 points
Donations (max 3 items) 1 point < $10



Donations (max 3 items)               2 points >$10 
 
❖ 5 points required for home meet.
❖ 2 points required for away meet.

Things to know about swim meets:
• Arrive at the pool at least 15 minutes before the scheduled warm-up time begins.  This
information can be found on the website under “Events.”  The charter or sanction (all the
information you could possibly want to know about the meet) can be found at the same place
on the website that you sign your child up for the meet.
• Upon arrival, locate our team as we try to sit together. Find a place to put your
swimmer’s stuff, and then have your swimmer check in with his/her coach.
• Your child’s events will be listed on a heat sheet. There is usually a small fee for these
heat sheets ($2-$12) to cover the cost of printing for the host club, so be prepared.  Find your
swimmer’s events and highlight them.
• Use a sharpie to write event number, heat number, lane number, and stroke on your
child’s arm or leg, so your child can keep track of which events they will compete in.  Your
coach or another parent can show you how to do this the first time. 
• Have your swimmer get their cap and goggles and report to the coach for warm-up
instructions.  It is important for all swimmers to warm up with the team, so their bodies are
primed and ready to go all-out. It also allows the swimmer to be familiar with the pool before
competing (eg. starting blocks, stroke count from flags to pool wall, etc.).
• After warm-up, your swimmer will go back to you or the team area and wait until their
first event is called.  This is a good time for bathroom or drink breaks if needed. Meets
usually start 10-15 minutes after warm-ups are over. Usually the announcer makes a “first
call” for each heat and a “last call” for each heat. These help with getting to the starting
blocks at the right time but don’t replace you keeping track of the Events and Heats.
• Swimmers usually report directly to their lane for competition three or so heats before
they actually swim.  They should check with their coach before a race for specific
instructions.
• After each race, swimmers should report to their coach to discuss their swim. Most swim
meets have electronic scoreboards so swim times will be recorded by their coach (and you
can record this too). The Meet Mobile and On Deck apps are also used by many of the clubs
and provide another means for viewing your swimmer’s times and placements.
• As a parent, you should tell your kid how great they did after each heat!  Coaches will
discuss stroke technique – your job is to let them know how proud you are of them and their
hard work.  Then take them back to their team area to relax until their next heat.  Again, this
is a good time for bathroom breaks, drinks, and light snacks if there is time between heats.
• Once swimmers have completed all their events, they and their parents are free to go
home. (Before leaving, make sure to check with the coach to ensure your child is not
included on a relay.)
• Awards are usually gathered for a team and given to the coach at the end of the meet. 
The coach will give out awards to swimmers at practices next week.
• For insurance reasons, parents are not allowed on deck unless they are serving in an
official capacity. Swimming rules and etiquette also require that no photography be taken
from behind the starting blocks (from the sideline and in the stands is fine). Any questions



about meet results, officiating calls, etc. should be referred to a coach. Parents will not be
allowed in locker rooms with the swimmers.

Qualifying for State Meets
Qualifying times for our swimmers this season will be posted on our website and we will have a
physical copy available at the KWHS pool. The Wyoming Swimming website has the
information available as well. Please let the coaches know if your swimmer does have a Q time.

Home Meets (Swim Competitions) 
Casper Swim Club will hopefully run a few Thursday night meets that will be “practice meets”
and some sanctioned this summer season. Casper Swim Club will host 2 meets this season; one
in November and the other in January.  Lots of help is needed. It takes approximately 40
volunteers to run a meet. Below are a few of the jobs that need volunteers. Please let a board
member know if you are interested in learning more.

Timers
There are 2 timers assigned to each lane. Timers should work together to verify swimmers are in
the right heat and lane, and enter the times on the event card. This is a good position for new
volunteers and allows a good view of the swimmers.

Head Timer
Ensures that manual timing equipment is adequate and in good working condition prior to
the meet (24 stopwatches, batteries, pencils, clipboards)
Trains Runner(s) who deliver Timing sheets to Crow’s Nest at the end of each event
Assure the assignment of Lane Timers to lanes and the designation of one timer on each
lane to be Head Lane Timer (records watch times of each heat on time slips)
On the starting signal, start 2 stopwatches on every race.  The time of this watch shall be
used if a Lane Timer’s watch fails. (Lane Timer with failed watch swaps watch with
Chief Timer prior to finish of the race.)
Be responsible for delivering the manual watch times, including those of disqualified
swimmers, to the Timing Judge. (We deliver times to the Crow’s Nest utilizing a
“Runner.”)

Runner
Responsible for obtaining the completed time slips and DQ forms at the end of each
event and place on dangling Crow’s Nest clipboard

Computer Operator
Operates meet manager software during the meet
Works with the Timing Console Operator and Administrative Official
Scores the events

Awards
Affixes award labels generated from the computer on ribbons/medals
Sorts and files ribbons into respective Team award bags

Concessions Coordinator
Coordinates and runs the concessions throughout the swim meet and sells meet programs
Determines items offered dependent upon meet format and estimated number of
participants



Solicits donations from Club members utilizing Team Unify Job Signup Tab
Recruit concession workers
Monitor and adapt donations as needed
Coordinate money box/change with Club Treasurer
Set prices for items
Report income/expenses  to Club Treasurer and Meet Director at conclusion of meet

Concessions worker
Helps set up, work at and tear down concession stand 
Prepare and serve concessions to swimmers and spectators attending the meet

Hospitality Coordinator
Arrange meals, snacks and beverages for coaches and officials
Schedule small donations from families 
Coordinate food 
Oversee delivery of food and drink to coaches and officials during meet

Hospitality Runner
Work under direction of Hospitality Manager
Prepare and deliver food and water to coaches and officials during meet

Safety Coordinator
Recruits Club members to assist as deemed necessary to provide adequate coverage
throughout the facility
Arranges for, or provides, first aid for any minor/major incidents which might occur in
the facility for the duration of the swim meet.  In the past, Casper College has been
contacted to provide practicing students for first aid “on-call.”
Work with Meet Director to contact KWHS custodial staff to clarify contact information,
cleaning supplies, and access to supplies throughout the meet 

Deck Marshalls
Provides first aid for any minor/major incidents which might occur in the facility for the
duration of the swim meet
Be prepared for any minor spills or incidents that require cleanup

Set Up/Take Down
In the past, we have arranged with KW Swim Coaches to assist in the setup of the pool. 
However, it is imperative that Coordinator and Meet Director have a working knowledge of pool
equipment set up as the responsibility of equipment properly operating throughout the duration
of meet falls upon the Meet Director.

Assist all coordinators as needed with their respective areas set up/take down
Assign tasks to your volunteers to assist in any additional set up/clean up
Required clean up tasks:
Dispose of all trash in and around facility
Clean/mop any spills
Sweep and damp mop (with water) the bleachers

Timers Administrative Official

Stroke and Turn Judge Chief Judge

Starter Referee



Relay Take Off Judge Staging Coordinator

Concessions Coordinator Hospitality Coordinator

Meet Entries Coordinator Officials Coordinator

Safety Coordinator Set Up/Take Down Coordinator

Timing Coordinator Awards Coordinator

Announcer Clock Operator

Computer Operator Meet Manager

Donations of hospitality
items

Donations of concessions to
sell

Rules
The technical rules of swimming are designed to provide fair and equitable conditions of
competition and to promote uniformity in the sport. Each swimming stroke has specific rules
designed to ensure that no swimmer gets an unfair competitive advantage over another swimmer.

Trained officials observe the swimmers during each event to ensure compliance with these
technical rules. If a swimmer commits an infraction of the rules that is observed by an official, a
disqualification (DQ) will result. This means that the swimmer will not receive an official time
and will not be eligible for an award in that event. A disqualification may result from actions
such as not getting to the starting blocks on time, false starting, and performing strokes in an
illegal manner, or unsportsmanlike conduct.

DQs are usually a result of technical rules violations. They include but are not limited to:

• Freestyle: Walking on the bottom, pulling on the lane rope, not touching the wall on a
turn, or not completing the distance.
• Backstroke: Pulling or kicking into the wall once a swimmer has turned past the vertical
onto the stomach. Turning onto the stomach before touching the wall with the hand at the
finish of the race.
• Breaststroke: An illegal kick such as flutter (freestyle), dolphin (butterfly), or scissors
(side kick); body not on the breast; alternating movements of the arms; taking two arm
strokes or two leg kicks while the head is underwater; touching with only one hand at the
turns or finish.
• Butterfly: Alternating movements of the arms or legs; pushing the arms forward under
instead of over the water surface (underwater recovery); a breaststroke style of kick; touching
with only one hand at the turns or finish.



For specific language on any technical rules consult the USA Swimming Rules and Regulations
book.  Violations of the rules are reported to the referee.  The rules require that every reasonable
effort be made to notify the swimmer or coach of the reason for the disqualification. 

If your child is disqualified in an event, be supportive rather than critical.  For beginning
swimmers, a disqualification should be treated as a learning experience, not as a
punishment...they will happen.  A disqualification alerts the swimmer and coach as to what
portions of the swimmer’s stroke need to be worked on or corrected.  They should be considered
in the same light as an incorrect answer in schoolwork – they point out areas that need further
practice.  A supportive attitude on the part of the official, coach, and parent can make a positive
situation out of the disqualification.

Swim Meet Etiquette
• Be respectful, reasonable, and calm under the circumstances. Swim meets can be a really
noisy, busy, warm environment, so it is easy to get caught up in the moment.
• Communicate early with your coach if your swimmer is withdrawing (scratching) from
an event or a meet, as this has to be communicated to the officiating team.
• Let coaches do the coaching.
• Cheer your kids on. Help them see disappointments as a chance to learn. Keep mistakes
or bad performances in perspective. We all have times when it doesn’t go our way or we just
have a bad day. DQs are simply the officials helping your swimmer learn how to swim
technically correctly (like being corrected for a spelling mistake at school). 
• Don’t dispute the Officials or Referee. Understand that if a violation is seen, it is called.
If it is missed, or not seen clearly, the swimmer gets the benefit of the doubt.
• No photography or videography behind the block (side of pool is usually fine). This is per
USA Swimming rules and a matter of respect for the swimmers’ personal privacy. No
photography or videography will be allowed in locker rooms as well.
• Volunteer. Swim meets are only possible because of the volunteer commitment from
swim parents.
• Know that the swim community is extremely friendly and willing to help new families
navigate swim meets. If you don’t know or are unsure, just ask someone. 
• Parents are not allowed to use the locker rooms, please find the restrooms located in other
areas of the pool.

Safe Sport
Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy, (MAAPP Policy usaswimming.org)
USA Swimming’s top priority continues to be keeping our athletes safe. No form of abuse,
including child sexual abuse, has a place in our sport. As a part of our continued commitment to
safeguarding our athletes, USA Swimming has enacted enhancements to our Safe Sport policy
requirements. 
The Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy (MAAPP) addresses one-on-one interactions, social
media and electronic communications, travel: local and team, locker rooms and changing areas
and massages, rubdowns and athletic training modalities. Every USA Swimming club, Zone and
Local Swimming Committee (LSC) is required to implement the MAAPP in full.

o Taking other children to meets and practices

https://www.usaswimming.org/docs/default-source/safe-sportdocuments/maapp_2.0/2021_usaswimming_maapp_2-0.pdf?sfvrsn=75753032_4


Club travel and lodging occur frequently in our sport and present a series of unique risk factors.
This year USA Swimming has adopted a new policy in MAAPPS 2.0 regarding local travel (to
and from practices) and competition travel (travel to a meet out of town). Our club will be
implementing this new policy as well. If your child will be taken to practice or picked up from
practice by someone other than you, their parent or guardian, CASC will need to have a
permission slip signed by you. For example, if you will be carpooling with another club family,
each family will need to have a permission slip signed and on file with our club. In addition, if
your child will be traveling to an out of town meet with another family, the club will need
another permission slip signed for this instance. You can email your signed permission slips to
the Safety Director, or give them directly to a coach or board member. Please help our club
remain a safe place for our athletes by compiling with this new policy.  
Permission Slip for Local Travel - see end of handbook
Permission Slip for Competition Travel - see end of handbook

____________________________________________________________________________

We hope this answers some of your questions as a first time parent!  If you have other questions,
feel free to ask your coach or one of the swim club board members, and we’ll be happy to help! 
Our goal is to make sure everyone is having fun, and to keep them swimming for life!

Terminology
Below are some of the terms that can puzzle new parents: 
Meet: A meet is a competitive swimming event where races are organized into Events and
Heats. There is some variability in the way different Swim Meets are organized but this can be
understood by reading the Sanctions Form for the Swim Meet you are attending. The sanction
form outlines all the important details of a particular Swim Meet (eg, host, location, meet time,
pool, eligibility, age groups, awards, entry fees, entry deadline, and list of events offered). The
Swim Meet Sanction Form is always included on our webpage with the Event Sign-Up.  
Events: Events are the particular races, organized by the stroke, distance, and age grouping (such
as 50 Yard Freestyle or 50 Yard Backstroke). 
Heats: Most pools have 8 (or sometimes 10) race lanes, so there is a need to have an event
broken into heats to accommodate all the swimmers who want to compete in that event (eg,
Event 1, Heats 1-10). Swimmers are seeded into heats based on their prior best time for that
event, or in the case of No Time (NT), based on their age. 
Age Groups: Competition age groups are established by USA Swimming and are Girls/Boys
10U, 11-12, 13-14, 15-16, and 17-18 years. An 8 and under age group is usually offered by State
Swimming Associations too. For USA Swimming associated swim meets, swimmer age is
determined by age on the first day of the meet. Swimmers compete in their respective age and
gender groups (that is who their time results are compared to for placements) but to help meets
run efficiently, events usually run with varying age groups and genders combined (eg, 12-Under
100 Free would be all swimmers 12 and under swimming the Freestyle or 13-Over 100 Free
would be all 13 and over swimmers swimming the Freestyle). Just remember that even though
your swimmer may be in a heat with older or younger kids, his/her results are compared within
their own age/gender group. 
Deck: The area surrounding the pool, usually about three feet around the pool, sometimes more,
sometimes less. Parents and siblings are not allowed on the deck during meets (or practices). The



only persons allowed in the pool or on the deck are the swimmers at the time of their races. They
start their races on the block.
Block: This is the platform where the swimmer starts the race. It may be raised, or flat. Blocks
can also be permanent or removable. Some pools have blocks only on one end, and others have
them on both. At swim meets it is usually a combined effort between parents and coaches to have
younger children at the designated starting block at the time of their heat. This usually works by
parents keeping track and ensuring their swimmer visits with their coach in plenty of time for the
coach to direct (or accompany) them to the designated starting block. Older, more experienced
swimmers can usually manage this independently. 

Board Members: 
The Board is made of parent volunteers. Please think about getting involved and let any board
member know if you have questions.

Board Officers- Composition and Terms.  The Board of Directors shall consist of ten (10)
officers who are elected by the active membership of CASC and any ex-officio members that the
Board deems appropriate.  Officers are limited to serve on two, two (2) year terms in any one
office. He/she may continue in consecutive terms in another office.  The position of
Secretary/Communications can be separated into two board positions and both positions would
then be up for elections in the even years.  The term of each Board officer shall be two (2) year
duration and shall be staggered as follows:

President                                              
 

Elected
even
years

Chelse DePaolo-Lara
president@casperswimclub.org

Vice
President                                       

Elected
odd
years

Brandon Lamb
vicepresident@casperswimclub.org

Secretary/Communications                  Elected
even
years

Megan Deyley
secretary@casperswimclub.org

Treasurer                                              Elected
odd
years

Chris Brackenrich
treasurer@casperswimclub.org

Meet
Director                                        

Elected
even
years

Carrie TeSelle
meetdirector@casperswimclub.org

Volunteer
Coordinator                           

Elected
odd
years

Melissa Hines
volunteercoordinator@casperswimclub.org



Safety
Officer                                         

Elected
even
years

Matt Berg
 safetydirector@casperswimclub.org

Official’s
representative                         

Elected
odd
years

Mike Lebsock
officialsrep@casperswimclub.org

Coach Rep Tori Bailey, Head Coach
coachtori@casperswimclub.org

Athlete Rep Chayse Schierkolk
athlete-rep-chayse@casperswimclub.org

Athlete Rep  Lindsey Goodrich
athlete-rep-lindsey@casperswimclub.org

We understand that this is a lot of information and you will need time to digest what you have
heard and read. Please let any board member know if you have questions.  Parents with older
swimmers were once in your position and have asked for help to understand the sport. They are a
great reference



WRITTEN PERMISSION TO PROVIDE LOCAL TRANSPORTATION TO MINOR ATHLETE 



 

I,                                             _, legal guardian of                                         ________________,
a minor athlete, give express written permission, and grant an exception to the Minor Athlete
Abuse Prevention Policy for                                               ____________ , an unrelated
Applicable Adult to provide local vehicle transportation to
                                           _______________(minor athlete)to
                                    (destination) on                 ________ (date(s)) at                         
___________ (approximate time), and further acknowledge that this written permission is valid
only for the transportation on the specified date and to the specified location. 

Legal Guardian Signature:

Date:

WRITTEN PERMISSION TO TRAVEL TO COMPETITION WITH MINOR ATHLETE 



I,                                              _____________________, legal guardian of
                                        _______________________________________, a minor athlete, give
express written permission, and grant an exception to the Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy
for                                                ________________________ (minor athlete), to travel with      
                                                              (Applicable Adult), to travel from
                                             (point of origin) to___________________________________          
                              (destination) to attend the                                                                (name of
competition) 

From                 to                (dates of travel to competition). 

I acknowledge that                                            __________________________ (minor athlete)
cannot share a hotel room, sleeping arrangement or other overnight lodging location with            
                      _____________ (Applicable Adult) at any time. I further acknowledge that this
written permission is valid only for the dates and location specified herein. 

Legal Guardian Signature:

Date:


